StolenArt.cash Whitepaper

Throughout history, the most famous works of art have eluded the great art thieves

…until now

Abstract
I have teamed up with the most notorious art thief in the SmartBCH community, Keith
Patrick, to perform one of the most profound art heists the world has ever seen. With a team of
talented blockchain developers, we have toured over 30+ countries stealing 10,000 of the most
famous masterpieces ever created. No art gallery was impervious to our skill and nefarious wits.
Galleries and museums the likes of The Louvre, MOMA, Guggenheim, and even private
collections were unable to stop our immaculate deception.

The Art
The most famous works of art from DaVinci, Van Gogh, Picasso, Banksy, Pollock and
65+ of the world’s most renowned artists have made their way into our possession and will be
available to mint by the SmartBCH community. The most famous art was the most well guarded
making it harder to steal, and therefore a natural rarity scale has been integrated into the 10K
collection.

The Mint and Galleries
10K mint at 0.1 sBCH per NFT. The proceeds from the mint will be used to pay for the
development and maintenance of the site and all features presented in the road map (road map to
be released after mint). There will be 5 tiers of ‘Art Gallery’ available to curate your personal
collection based on the number of NFTs contained in a wallet. Levels are as follows: 1-9 NFTs
(shipping container), 10-99 (amateur art studio), 100-249 (modern art museum), 250+ (fine art
museum), top tier for the wallet with most art (the International Space Station). Each gallery will

have its own personal touches, increasing in luxury and refinement as the levels increase. The
metadata/traits will be contained within a placard of varying luxury based on the gallery, i.e.
shipping container will have a sticky note placard, modern art museum will have an engraved
stainless steel placard, ISS will have digital placard, and so on. Each wallet address will be
searchable so that any gallery is open for viewing by the public.

Staking, Public/Private Gallery, Art Heist, and Defense Rating
Until now, Staking has been a risk free form of earning passive income. Staking your
NFT for dividends limits supply to the market, in turn increasing demand, and raises the overall
value of the NFT assets. We have taken that concept and integrated a new game called Art Heist.
This will be a feature available to anyone who is willing to stake their NFT in the Public Gallery.
Staking an NFT in the Public Gallery will allow you to attempt to steal other staked NFTs with
the use of the ART token. A minimum of 1 NFT must be staked in the Public Gallery by the art
thief to attempt an Art Heist. Staking will be incrementally administered with a minimum staking
period of 3 days. ART token will be earned at a rate relative to the rarity of the NFT while
staked. NFT rarity will also be directly related to the Art Heist ‘Defense’ rating of the NFT. An
attempt at an art heist will cost TBD ART token(s) and the attacker will be able to select the
wallet address (Gallery) to attack.The Art Heist algorithm will randomly pick one NFT in the
Gallery to attack. After a failed Art Heist attempt, the NFT which was attacked will be protected
from further attack for 6 hours. A TBD % of ART tokens spent on Art Heists will be burned and
the rest sent to the BCH/ART Jackpot pool. This will keep the supply of the token low. If an Art
Heist is successful, the NFT that was targeted in Art Heist may be awarded to the attacker. All
outcomes of Art Heist and their corresponding probabilities are as follows:

40% - 59.9% (dependent on defense rating) Art Heist unsuccessful, TBD ART Burned
20% - Arrested by local police, Art Heist suspended for 10 minutes, TBD ART burned
0.1% - 20% (dependent on defense rating) Art Heist successful, NFT awarded, TBD ART burned
10% Art Heist unsuccessful, ART token refunded.

9% - Arrested by Interpol, Art Heist suspended for 30 minutes, TBD ART burned
1% - BCH/ART Pool Jackpot (85% of Pool) TBD ART burned.

Staking your NFTs will place them in the public gallery to earn ART Token but will also
leave them vulnerable to theft. Leaving your NFTs unstaked in your private gallery will keep
them safe from theft. ART Token will eventually be available on a dex. BCH will be used for the
sale/purchase of StolenArt NFTs on the secondary market, and a percentage of all BCH fee from
sales will be added to the BCH/ART Jackpot Pool.

Specials
10 Specials will be available for mint and will be self portraits/portraits of 10 legendary artists.
Staking a Special NFT in the Public Gallery will provide a ‘Protection’ multiplier for your other
Staked NFTs.

White Paper Versions
This is version 1 of the white paper. We will release the next version including the math behind
the project, and integrating any productive feedback from the community.

Contact

Stolen Art Telegram & Twitter
https://t.me/stolenartcash
https://twitter.com/stolenart_cash

Team Contact
https://twitter.com/keithpatrick05
https://t.me/Crypto_Keeper3

